Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC Book 4)

Meet Jase Spencer. He’s just your everyday kinda guy, a hard-partying, hard-living
professional hockey player. Nothin’ special. Good-looking and ripped, the man has moves, on
and off the ice. But, he’s also jaded and alone, and tired of living out of suitcases. For as long
as he can remember, hockey has ruled his life. He’s chased pucks across more than a dozen
countries, and had his pick of women in any town he visits. Then he met HER. And now, he’s
about to turn his life upside down because of HER. Because he can’t get the one night of
passion he shared with a smokin’ hot biker babe out of his head. Unfortunately, DeeDee
wasn’t interested in anything long term, and she’s gone before he’s ready. Life becomes
complicated and difficult when Jase is traded to another team, and as he tries to settle in his
new hometown, everything seems to conspire against him, determined to go wrong. Dancing
around their mutual attraction, one day he and DeeDee find themselves face-to-face and
body-to-body, but will they be able to set aside their past pain and focus on the future they
could make together? Can he make her reconsider her relationship fears and trust him? Jase is
on a mission to show her what they have together is worth fighting for, to convince her to take
a chance on him. His attempts will bring him squarely into the path of a motorcycle club,
earning him the attention of Mason, president of the Rebel Wayfarers MC. Jase says, “Bring it
on.” You miss 100% of the shots you never take. – Wayne Gretzky 18+ due to explicit
content. *Please note this book is part of the Rebel Wayfarers MC book series, featuring
characters from additional books in the series. If the books are read out of order, you’ll twig to
spoilers for the other books, so going back to read the skipped titles won’t have the same
angsty reveals. I strongly recommend you read them in order. Available now: Mica (book #1),
Slate (book #2), Bear (book #3), Jase (book #4), Gunny (book #5). Upcoming titles in the
series include: Mason (book #6), Hoss (book #7), Duck (book #8), Watcher (book #9), and
Bones (book #10).
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In the ever-changing world of outlaws, hes made a place for himself, winning a seat at the
table for negotiations and decisions . Watcher is the ninth book in MariaLisa deMoras Rebel
Wayfarers MC series. Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC, #4)Mason (Rebel Wayfarers MC Book 6) Kindle edition by MariaLisa deMora, Hot Tree Editing. Romance Kindle eBooks Book 6 of
11 in Rebel Wayfarers MC (11 Book Series) .. It filled my need for the Rebel Wayfarers
action and there is plenty. I will reread Mason many . Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC Book 4).
MariaLisa Miranda said: A sweet edition to the Rebel Wayfarers MC series. I love getting
Rate this book. Clear rating Known as Harddrive, he was rough and tough, willing to go the
extra mile for family and friends. .. Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC, #4). - 6 secWatch [PDF
Download] Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC) (Volume 4) PDF Download Read Now Home of the
Rebel Wayfarers MC book series Rebel Wayfarers is a club with their own measure of hard
and dangerous, led Book 4: Jase.This story sits alongside Duck (book #8) in the Rebel
Wayfarers MC book series. . 4 Stars I enjoyed this story. I first read Biker Chick Campout in
the Biker A sweet novella for those of us who long for love and companionship in our
afternoons. .. This is my first book by MariaLisa deMora I dont usually read MC books, this is
a sweet moving story of Christmas . Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC, #4).#BadassBikerAlert ? The
Satans Savages MC Series Box Set by KE Osborn Gritty, Raw, Action, Lust - a must read
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series. For one day only, ALL five books are And as it is with every addition to the Rebel
Wayfarers MC series, a family reunion as Another phenomenal book, storyline, and set of
characters for this series.Gunny, once a Marine, now a member of the Rebel Wayfarers MC,
tries to forget his past, but . I got a sneak peek into what was coming in the last book,
Jase.Bones and Ester met in a most unusual way which seemed par for the course really in
how they spent the next couple of years, only getting . Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC, #4) . Bones
is the tenth book in her Rebel Wayfarers MC series. FB_Jase-Facebookbanner2. Cover - Jase,
book #4, Rebel Wayfarers MC book series. Jase, Rebel Wayfarers MC book #4. Jase,
Rebel Buy Jase: Volume 4 (Rebel Wayfarers MC) 1 by MariaLisa deMora (ISBN:
9780990447368) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on Mason
is the sixth book in the Rebel Wayfarers MC series by MariaLisa deMora, . Mica (Daniel),
Slate(Ruby), Bear(Eddie), Jase(DeeDee), and then Gunny(Sharon). . with much depth,
something that isnt true for many, many MC books.Jase has 189 ratings and 44 reviews.
Christen said: WOW!!! Another amazing book in the Rebel Wayfarers saga!! I absolutely
loved it and I honestly didnt: Jase (Rebel Wayfarers MC) (Volume 4) (9780990447368):
MariaLisa deMora: Books.Each book gets better and better, I am so glad I stuck with this
series!! I liked the But not just any bikes, bikes for the Rebel Wayfarers MC. Mason is a
good Rebel Wayfarers MC (book 11), paperback, signed 15.99 USD. Jase, Rebel Wayfarers
MC (book #4), paperback, signed 15.99 USD. Mason, Rebel Wayfarers
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